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CLIENT COMMENTARY
“In preparation for the future, we are changing how doctors are paid,” said SMG Client. “The
process Navigant uses is solid and has provided a compensation plan that exhibits who we
are today: one integrated, high performing medical group for all System physicians.”

IMPACT
Using a new four-component, base salary-plus-performance incentives methodology, a
new compensation plan was developed that included:
•• Establishment of unified SMG compensation plan principles, to promote internal
equity, external competitiveness, and alignment with the organization’s guiding beliefs
•• Inclusion of multiple minimum work standards (MWS) to earn base salary and qualify
for value-based performance incentives
•• Use of payer-neutral (wRVU and/or shift rates, etc.) metrics for production incentives
•• Inclusion of non-production incentives tied to achievement of other quality, service,
efficiency, and/or development targets
•• Inclusion of components to promote co-management services and achievement of
new care team behaviors
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About Navigant
Navigant Consulting, Inc. (NYSE: NCI) is a specialized, global professional services
firm that helps clients take control of their future. Navigant’s professionals apply deep
industry knowledge, substantive technical expertise, and an enterprising approach
to help clients build, manage and/or protect their business interests. With a focus
on markets and clients facing transformational change and significant regulatory
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